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06 - 2016 
Visiting PhD Student in the Department of Computer Sciences [1 month] 

UQAM University (Montreal), Canada, with Pr. N’Kambou 

11 - 2015 

01 - 2016 

Visiting PhD Student in the Interact Lab [3 months] 
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10 - 2013 
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IdEx International PhD in Cognitive Sciences - "Improving BCI User-Training: Towards 
a New Generation of Efficient, Reliable and Accessible Brain-Computer Interfaces” 

Supervisors: Bernard N'Kaoua1, Fabien Lotte2, Martin Hachet2 & Sriram Subramanian3 
1
University of Bordeaux, 

2
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3
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06 - 2013 

Cognitive Sciences Masters « Disability and new Technologies », 2nd year 

First semester completed in Quebec (UQAM University, Montreal) in the computer science 
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06 -2012 
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University of Bordeaux -- With highest honours (16/20), ranked first 
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Bachelor degree - MASS (Mathematics Applied to Social Sciences), specialty:  
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PHD ABSTRACT▼ 
 
A Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) is a biotechnology enabling users to interact with the environment 
via their brain activity alone (often measured by Electro-Encephalography – EEG), for instance by 
performing Mental-Imagery tasks such as imagining left/right hand movements to make an object move 
to the left/right. This kind of BCI is called Mental-Imagery based BCI (MI-BCI). MI-BCIs are promising, 
especially for assistive technologies, that allow patients suffering from severe motor disability to retrieve 
an autonomy of movements, or for stroke rehabilitation. Despite their promise, MI-BCIs remain barely 
used outside laboratories due to their lack of reliability. Only 20% of users obtain good control 
performance after training, and between 15% and 30% of users are unable to learn to control an MI-
BCI. It is known that appropriate training is required to acquire the skills necessary to control an MI-
BCI. Yet, current training protocols are supposedly theoretically inappropriate because they do not 
follow the recommendations from psychology and instructional design. Unfortunately, this aspect of 
BCIs, namely the consideration of the user component to improve MI-BCI performance, has been 
neglected in comparison to the computer component (e.g., classification algorithms, machine learning, 
etc.). 
 
Thus, the main objective of my PhD was first to understand the factors impacting users’ MI-BCI 
performance in order to propose, secondly, new approaches to design innovative MI-BCI training 
protocols, adapted to each user’s personality, cognitive and neurophysiological profiles. We 
hypothesise that individualised training protocols would render the learning process quicker, easier, 
more pleasant and more efficient. This could be one important pillar for a new generation of more 
reliable and thus acceptable and accessible MI-BCIs. If democratised, MI-BCI based technologies 
could notably have their place in the improvement of motor disabled patients’ living standards. 
 

FIRST PART ▼ UNDERSTANDING THE FACTORS IMPACTING MI-BCI PERFORMANCE. 

 
We decided to separate this first part based on two questions:  

A. What is the impact of standard training protocols on users’ MI-BCI performance? 
B. What is the impact of user-profile on their MI-BCI performance? 

 
A. It seemed to us necessary to concretely evaluate the impact of standard training protocols on users’ 
ability to learn to control an MI-BCI. Indeed, until now, this (negative) impact has only been theoretically 
suggested based on a comparison between the training protocols used and recommendations from 
instructional design. Yet, MI-BCIs are associated with several flaws (such as EEG non-stationarity or 
poor signal/noise ratio) which alone could explain modest user performance in MI-BCI control. Thus, 
we performed a study in which we used a standard MI-BCI training protocol in a BCI-free context, i.e., 
to train participants to draw circles and triangles on a graphic tablet. As would have been the case for 
MI tasks, participants had to find the right strategy so that the system was able to recognise the shape 
being drawn (here, they had to find the right size and speed of execution). The results1 revealed that 
15% of the participants did not manage to learn these simple motor tasks using the standard protocol. 
This study suggests that this training protocol is not suitable to learn even a simple skill. 
 
B. The next step consisted in understanding why some users manage to control an MI-BCI and others 
do not, despite the fact that they all use the same training protocols. The important inter-subject 
variability in terms of MI-BCI control performance raised questions about the impact of users’ 
personality, cognitive and neurophysiological profiles on their ability to control an MI-BCI. Our study2 
revealed two main results. The first concerns spatial abilities that seem to play a major role in users’ 
ability to learn to control an MI-BCI. The second is the identification of a predictive model of MI-BCI 
performance that explained more than 80% of our sample variance. This model includes four factors: 
tension, abstraction abilities, self-reliance and the “active/reflective” dimension of the learning style. 
This model appeared to be stable and reliable but also consistent with the literature.  

                                                           
1 The results of the preliminary study have been published in the Proceedings of the Graz Conference (Jeunet et al., 2014), 
while the results of the extended study have been accepted in the Journal of Neural Engineering (Jeunet et al., 2016) 
2 The results of this study have been published in PLoS One (Jeunet et al., 2015) 



 

SECOND PART ▼ PROPOSING SOLUTIONS TO IMPROVE MI-BCI TRAINING. 

 
Thus, the second part of my PhD consisted in proposing solutions based on the results of the here-
above mentioned studies in order to improve MI-BCI training. In a similar way, we developed two axes: 

A. Improving the standard training protocols. 
B. Taking into account the relevant characteristics of a user’s profile to adapt the training. 

 
A. Our studies suggested that current standard training protocols were not adapted to train a skill. More 
specifically, they suggested that the feedback provided to the users might be too difficult to process. 
We thus proposed a more intuitive feedback: instead of providing the users with a bar on the screen to 
inform them whether or not the system recognises the task being performed (i.e., a bar extending left 
or right depending on the recognition of a left or right hand imagination, respectively), we provided them 
with a vibrotactile feedback on the hands (i.e., vibrations on the left/right hand when an imagination of 
the left/right hand was recognised). This feedback seemed to be associated with better performances3. 
In a more recent study, we explored the potential explanations of such an improvement of performance. 
Based on the literature4, we hypothesised that such a feedback was associated with a better Sense of 
Agency, i.e., a better feeling of being in control, that is known in the literature to be associated with 
better performances. We performed a study to test this hypothesis, the results of which are still to be 
analysed.  
 
B.1. On the one hand, given the important impact of spatial abilities (SA) on MI-BCI control performance 
suggested in our experiments, we propose to test a training protocol in which some MI-BCI sessions 
are replaced by sessions aiming at improving SA. Indeed, our results suggested a correlation between 
SA and MI-BCI control ability. We are now eager to know if a causal effect exists between both of these 
abilities or, in other words: would an improvement of SA result in an improvement of MI-BCI control 
ability? We are currently conducting an experiment with control patients in which this question is 
investigated. We have also started a collaboration with the Hospital of Bordeaux in order to test the 
impact of SA training on patients in the context of post-stroke rehabilitation. 
 
B.2. We also aim at adapting training protocols to the personality of the learner. More specifically, we 

have shown that tension and self-reliance traits influenced the ability of users to learn to use an MI-

BCI. Inspired by distant learning education, in which these traits have broadly shown their impact, we 

are developing a learning companion, the goal of which is to provide users with emotional support and 

social presence adapted to their profile and to the evolution of their performance throughout the learning 

process. This  companion is currently being developed using a participatory design approach and will 

be tested in the coming weeks. We hypothesise that taking their profile into account will help users 

improve their MI-BCI control performance. 

 

We are working on the conceptual architecture of an intelligent tutoring system (ITS), i.e., an adaptive 

computerised system used to facilitate learning, which aims at integrating all of the previously 

mentioned elements of research in a single adaptive system. 

We hope this work will have a positive impact on MI-BCI reliability, efficiency and acceptability. If this 

is the case, MI-BCI based applications could contribute to improving post-stroke rehabilitation, living 

standards of severely motor disabled users and their families, but also play a role in other fields such 

as education or athlete training.  

  

                                                           
3 The results of this study have been published in the Interact conference (Jeunet et al., 2015) 
4 State of the art accepted in Progress in Brain Research (Jeunet et al., 2016) 



 

RESEARCH INTERNSHIPS▼ 
 

 

 
SKILLS▼ 

 

 
 

 

 

  

02-2013 

06-2013 
 

«Estimation  of  stress  and  relaxation  using  physiological  and neurophysiological 
markers» 

Supervisors:  Fabien Lotte & Christian Mühl 

Potioc Team, Inria Bordeaux Sud-Ouest / CNRS / University of Bordeaux 

06-2012 

« Machine Learning » 
Supervisor:   Marc-Michel Corsini 

UFR Sciences & Modelisation, University of Bordeaux  

02-2012 

06-2012 

« Physiology and physiopathology of the doubt process » 

Supervisors:   Dr. Virginie Lambrecq & Pr. Dominique Guehl 

Institute of Neurodegenerative Diseases, CNRS UMR5293 

Theoretical 
Knowledge 

Cognitive psychology & neuropsychology (psychological and cognitive profile 
assessment, spatial abilities, learning theories, cognitive disorders, etc.) 

Cognitive neuroscience (neurophysiological correlates of cognitive functions) 

Experimental philosophy (sense of agency) 

Mental Imagery 

Human-computer interaction and human factors 

Brain-computer interfaces 

Experimental 
Skills 

Ethic documents (CPP, COERLE) and participant recruitment  

Experimental design 

Experiments with patients and control participants 

EEG signal acquisition and analysis 

Psychometric questionnaires  

Brain-Computer Interface set-up 

Statistical analyses 

Programming 

Application design,  experimental protocol implementation: python, prolog, 
presentation, Open ViBE 

Web programming: html, php, css, mySQL 

Analysis softwares (EEG signal, statistics): matlab, EEG lab, SPSS 

Languages 

French: Native Speaker 

English: C2 (written and spoken) 

Spanish: Basic school knowledge 



 

PUBLICATIONS▼ 
 
˄ PEER-REVIEWED JOURNAL PAPERS 

[1]   C. Jeunet, E. Jahanpour, F. Lotte, “Why standard Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) training 
protocols should be changed: An experimental study”, Journal of Neural Engineering – 5-year IF: 
3.74 

[2]   C. Jeunet, B. N’Kaoua, F. Lotte, “Advances in user-training for mental-imagery based BCI 
control: Psychological and cognitive factors and their neural correlates”, accepted - Progress in 
Brain Research – 5-year IF : 3.26 

[3]   C. Jeunet, B. N’Kaoua, S. Subramanian, M. Hachet, F. Lotte, “Predicting Mental-Imagery based 
BCI Performance from Personality, Cognitive Profile and Neurophysiological Patterns”, PLOS 
ONE (2015) – 5-year IF: 3.70 

[4]   C. Mühl, C. Jeunet, F. Lotte, “EEG-based Workload Estimation Across Affective Contexts”, 
Frontiers in Neurosciences section Neuroprosthetics, vol 8, no. 114, 2014 – IF: 3.28 

 

˄ PEER-REVIEWED CONFERENCE PAPERS WITH ORAL COMMUNICATION 

[1]   S. Teillet, F. Lotte, C. Jeunet, “Towards a spatial ability training to improve Mental-Imagery based 
Brain-Computer Interfaces (MI-BCI) performance: A pilot study”, accepted SMC 2016 (6 pages) 

[2]   C. Jeunet, B. N’Kaoua, R. N’Kambou, F. Lotte, “Why and how to use intelligent tutoring systems 
to adapt MI-BCI training to each user?”, accepted at the 6th International BCI Meeting (1 page) 

[3]   C. Jeunet, F. Lotte, M. Hachet, S. Subramanian, B. N’Kaoua, “Spatial abilities play a major role in 
BCI performance”, accepted at the 6th International BCI Meeting (1 page) 

[4]   C. Jeunet, “Training spatial abilities to improve brain-computer interface performance: A 
theoretical approach”, CJCSC 2015 (3 pages), Best Paper Award 

[5]   C. Jeunet, B. N’Kaoua, M. Hachet, F. Lotte, “Predicting mental-imagery based brain-computer 
interface performance from psychometric questionnaires”, womENcourage 2015 (4 pages) 

[6]   J. Schumacher, C. Jeunet, F. Lotte, “Towards explanatory feedback for user training in brain-
computer interfaces”, SMC 2015 (6 pages) 

[7]   C. Jeunet, C. Vi, D. Spelmezan, B. N’Kaoua, F. Lotte, S. Subramanian, “Continuous tactile 
feedback for motor-imagery based brain-computer interaction in a multi-tasking context”, Interact 
2015 – ranked 15/168 of Human Computer Interaction Conferences (18 pages) 

[8]   F. Lotte, C. Jeunet, “Towards improved BCI based on human learning principles”, 3rd 
international winter conference on brain-computer interfaces, invited paper, 2015 (4 pages) 

[9]  C. Jeunet, A. Cellard, S. Subramanian, M. Hachet, B. N’Kaoua, F. Lotte, “How well can we learn 
with standard BCI training approaches? A pilot study”, 6th International BCI conference, 2014 

[10]C. Jeunet, F. Lotte, C. Mühl, “Design and validation of a mental and social stress induction 
protocol: Towards load invariant physiology-based detection”, PhyCS 2014 (9 pages) 

 

˄ PEER-REVIEWED BOOK CHAPTERS 

 [1]  C. Jeunet, F. Lotte, B. N’Kaoua. "Approches d’entraînement utilisateur pour les Interfaces 
Cerveau-Ordinateur" from the book "Interfaces cerveau-ordinateur : méthodes, applications et 
perspectives", ISTE Wiley, 2016 

 

˄ INTERNATIONAL INVITED TALKS 

[1]   C. Jeunet, “How Cognitive Sciences Can Contribute to Research in Brain-Computer Interaction”, 
National Cognitive Science Conference 2016 (San Diego, USA) 

[2]   C. Jeunet, “Improving BCI-user training: Towards a new generation of reliable, efficient and 
accessible brain-computer interfaces”, Donders Discussions 2015 (Nijmegen, Netherlands) 

 

˄ POSTER COMMUNICATIONS 

[1]   C. Jeunet, F. Lotte, M. Hachet, B. N’Kaoua, “Impact of cognitive and personality profiles on 
motor-imagery based brain-computer interface-controlling performance”, IOP2014 

[2]   C. Jeunet, F. Lotte, M. Hachet, B. N’Kaoua, S. Subramanian,  ‘Designing training and feedback 
protocols to assist learning on BCI-related skills”, BBCI Winterschool 2014 

[3]   C. Jeunet, C. Mühl, F. Lotte, “Conception et validation d’un protocole pour induire du stress et le 
mesurer dans des signaux physiologiques”, IHM 2013 



 

OTHER SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES▼ 
 

 

Schools 

07-2016- Summer School of the Institute of Cognitive Sciences – Subject: 
“Reasoning”, UQAM University (Montreal), Canada, with Pr. N’Kambou 

02-2014- Berlin Brain-Computer Interface (BBCI) Winter-School – Subject: 
“Neurotechnology”, Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt Intitut Berlin, Germany 

Scientific 
Event 

Organisation 

10-2016- Co-organisation of the “BMI Workshop special session on Human factors 
for BMI training and operation” of the SMC2016 conference  – Member of the 
program committee  

05-2016- Co-organisation of the Open-ViBE Workshop, satellite event of the 6th 
International BCI Meeting (Asilomar, US), speaker during the workshop 

10-2015- Co-organisation of the “BMI Workshop special session on user-training in 
EEG-based brain-computer interfaces” of the SMC2015 conference  – Member of 
the program committee [http://www.smc2015.org/sites/default/files/B17_cfp.pdf] 

Reviews 

Journals - PLOS ONE, Journal of Visualized Experiments, International Journal of 
Psychophysiology, IEEE Transactions on Human Machine Systems 

Conferences - SMC 2015, CHI 2016, SMC 2016 

Teaching 

2015-2016 -  Teaching Assistant at the University of Bordeaux: Applied 
Mathematics Bachelor (46h00) and Master in Cognitive Sciences (18h00) 

2013-2014 - Teaching Assistant at the University of Bordeaux: Applied 
Mathematics Bachelor (32h00) and Psychology Bachelor (32h00) 

2011-2013 – Academic support in Mathematics for high school students 

Scientific 
Mediation 

2016 – Invited speaker for a “Media Science” conference to come at the ENSCBP 
2015 – Participation to the French version of “Three Minute Thesis” 

2014 – (French) “Café de la Connaissance” in Bordeaux, with Alison Cellard, 
“When Brain Activity allows to interact with a Computer. From Sci-Fi to Reality”. 

Supervision 

2016 – L. Pillette, “Design, implementation and evaluation of a tangible learning 
companion to improve brain-computer interface training”, 6 month engineering 
project (French) 

2016 – S. Teillet, “Using Brain-Computer Interface for Stroke rehabilitation – The 
impact of spatial abilities”, 6 month engineering project (French) 

2015 – E. Jahanpour, “How much can we learn using standard BCI training 
protocols?”, Master 1 Project (French) 

2015 – P. Ecoffet, F. Gouet, E. Rhouzlane, M. Seurin, “Detecting frustration from 
physiological and neurophysiological markers”, Bachelor degree project (French) 

2015 – I. Ainseba, T. Geral, C. Gouverneur, “Brain-Computer Interfaces: Can 
technology compensate body failures?”, High School project (French) 

2014 –J. Laborie, L. Leitner, M. Pichon, “BCIs for stroke rehabilitation”, Bachelor 
degree project (French) 

2014 – M. Sueur “Human training in BCI”, Master1 project (French) 

Involvement  

Since 2014 – Member of the PhD student committee of my Doctoral School 

Since 2014 – Member of the team who created the “Association of the PhD 
Students” of our Doctoral School, treasurer of this association 

Since 2014 – Promotion of Research Careers to high school students 

Awards 

2016 – “Best teacher award” – From first year bachelor students in applied maths. 

2015 – Best Paper Award, CJCSC2015 

2015  – Audience & Jury Award, Univ. Bordeaux “Three Minute Thesis” final. 


